
Canon R-serie 
Canon Flex Mai 1959 

Flex    

 

 

The top-class 35mm camera market gradually shifted from rangefinder cameras to single-lens reflex 
cameras. The major reason was that SLRs could handle close-ups, photomicrography, duplication work, 
and other applications without being constrained by the limits of rangefinder camera lenses. When Canon 
introduced the Canonflex, its first SLR, there were already eight SLR models on the market. 
 
The Canonflex used a high-quality, breechlock lens mount. The lens flange ring was turned to lock the lens 
onto the camera flange's bayonet lugs. The lens flange and camera flange did not rub against each other 
like today's lens mounts.The camera used Super-Canomatic lenses which had a fast, fully-automatic 
diaphragm. A 130-degree winding trigger at the camera bottom enabled quick film advance. An external 
selenium exposure meter could also be attached.  

  



Canon R-serie 
Canon Flex RP September 1960 

Flex RP    

 

 

To cut costs, the camera had a fixed, eye-level pentaprism viewfinder. This was the economy or "Populaire" 
version of the Canonflex. 
 
The self-timer was operated by a simple lever, and the pentaprism cover was part of the single-piece top 
cover. Other features and performance were the same as the original Canonflex.  

 

 

 

  



Canon R-serie 
Canon Flex R2000 September 1960 

Flex R2000    

 

 

Deluxe version of the Canonflex. With a top shutter speed of 1/2000 sec., the fastest ever for any camera, 
the R2000 was a high-performance 35mm SLR. Other than that, it was the same as the original Canonflex. 
The viewfinder used a Fresnel matte focusing screen without a rangefinder. 

 

 

 

 

 



Canon R-serie 
Canon Flex RM April 1962 

Flex RM    

 

 

Although this camera belongs to the Canonflex series, it was developed as an entirely different model. 
 
Although it used the same body shell as the Canonflex, the pentaprism was set very low, giving the body a 
unique shape. The top cover looked high, and the film advance lever fitted stylishly into a slot on the top 
cover. Coupled to the large shutter speed dial was the built-in selenium exposure meter which indicated the 
proper aperture. Following the Konica F in 1960, the Canonflex RM was Japan's second SLRcamera to 
feature a built-in exposure meter. The RM's meter was based on the same concept as the Canon 7's built-
in meter. A built-in exposure meter was deemed as essential for taking good pictures.  

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FX April 1964 

FX    

 

 

After the Canonflex R-series, the Canon FX was the first in a new series having an aperture linkage on a 
new lens mount. 
 
The model designation's "flex" (for single-lens reflex) suffix was replaced with an "F." 
 
The new aperture linkage was designed to reduce the film advance torque and to integrate TTL light 
metering. After the shutter was released, the lens reverted to the maximum aperture regardless of the film 
advance state. 
 
The built-in CdS exposure meter indicated the proper aperture for the selected shutter speed. A lever 
switched between the high (EV9 to 18) and low (EV1 to 10) metering sensitivity ranges.  

 



Canon F-serie 
Canon FX (black)  April 1964 

FX    

 

 

After the Canonflex R-series, the Canon FX was the first in a new series having an aperture 
linkage on a new lens mount. 
 
The model designation's "flex" (for single-lens reflex) suffix was replaced with an "F." 
 
The new aperture linkage was designed to reduce the film advance torque and to integrate TTL 
light metering. After the shutter was released, the lens reverted to the maximum aperture 
regardless of the film advance state. 
 
The built-in CdS exposure meter indicated the proper aperture for the selected shutter speed. A 
lever switched between the high (EV9 to 18) and low (EV1 to 10) metering sensitivity ranges.  

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FP Oktober 1964 

FP    

 

 

This was an FX without the built-in exposure meter. For pro users who did not want or need the exposure 
meter. An external CdS exposure meter having the same specs as the FX's built-in meter was offered as 
an option. 
 
*Both the FX and FP also had black versions. 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FP (Bell & Howell) Oktober 1964 

FP     

 

 

This was an FX without the built-in exposure meter. For pro users who did not want or need the exposure 
meter. An external CdS exposure meter having the same specs as the FX's built-in meter was offered as 
an option. 
 
*Both the FX and FP also had black versions. 

 

 

 

 



Canon F-serie 
Canon PELLIX April 1965 

PELLIX    

 

 

Canon's first 35mm SLR camera with TTL metering. A super-thin, semi-transparent film only 20/1000 mm 
thick was used as a fixed mirror. Since there was no mirror blackout, the user could see the image at the 
moment of exposure. 
 
A stopped-down, TTL exposure meter used 12% spot metering at the viewfinder center. It was hailed for its 
accuracy and reliability. 
 
The fixed pellicle mirror reduced the amount of light reaching the film by one-third. Therefore an f/1.2 lens 
was like an f/1.4 lens and an f/1.4 acted like f/1.7. However since the image could be viewed through the 
viewfinder even during long exposures, it was a popular camera.  

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon PELLIX (black)  April 1965 

PELLIX    

 

 

Canon's first 35mm SLR camera with TTL metering. A super-thin, semi-transparent film only 20/1000 mm 
thick was used as a fixed mirror. Since there was no mirror blackout, the user could see the image at the 
moment of exposure. 
 
A stopped-down, TTL exposure meter used 12% spot metering at the viewfinder center. It was hailed for its 
accuracy and reliability. 
 
The fixed pellicle mirror reduced the amount of light reaching the film by one-third. Therefore an f/1.2 lens 
was like an f/1.4 lens and an f/1.4 acted like f/1.7. However since the image could be viewed through the 
viewfinder even during long exposures, it was a popular camera.  

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FTQL Mars 1966 

FTQL    

 

 

Introduced a year after the Pellix, the FT QL had a normal quick-return reflex mirror and stop-down TTL 
metering. The finder's condenser lens was cut at a 45-degree angle. Twelve percent of the image area 
surface was semi-silvered with vapor deposition. The incident light reflected by this semi-transparent mirror 
was directed to the metering element. The viewfinder had match-needle exposure metering. The distance 
to the metering element was the same as the distance to the focal plane. Therefore the camera had the 
same focal plane metering characteristics as the Pellix. 
 
The Canon Booster for low-light metering down to EV 3.5 (23 sec. at f/1.4) was available as an optional 
accessory attachable to the accessory shoe.  

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FTQL (black)  Mars 1966 

FTQL    

 

 

Introduced a year after the Pellix, the FT QL had a normal quick-return reflex mirror and stop-down TTL 
metering. The finder's condenser lens was cut at a 45-degree angle. Twelve percent of the image area 
surface was semi-silvered with vapor deposition. The incident light reflected by this semi-transparent mirror 
was directed to the metering element. The viewfinder had match-needle exposure metering. The distance 
to the metering element was the same as the distance to the focal plane. Therefore the camera had the 
same focal plane metering characteristics as the Pellix. 
 
The Canon Booster for low-light metering down to EV 3.5 (23 sec. at f/1.4) was available as an optional 
accessory attachable to the accessory shoe.  

 

 

 



Canon F-serie 
Canon PELLIX QL Mars 1966 

PELLIX QL    

 

 

An improved Pellix marketed at the same time as the FT QL. Film loading was easier, the Canon Booster 
for low-light metering could be attached, and the stop-down lever had a locking mechanism. 
 
The newly designed FL 50mm f/1.4 II lens was highly rated for its high resolving power, excellent contrast, 
and color balance. This lens served as the standard for the later line of FD lenses.  

 

 

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon PELLIX QL (black)  Mars 1966 

PELLIX QL    

 

 

An improved Pellix marketed at the same time as the FT QL. Film loading was easier, the Canon Booster 
for low-light metering could be attached, and the stop-down lever had a locking mechanism. 
 
The newly designed FL 50mm f/1.4 II lens was highly rated for its high resolving power, excellent contrast, 
and color balance. This lens served as the standard for the later line of FD lenses.  

 

 

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon TL Februar 1968 

TL    

 

 

A simplified and cheaper version of the FT QL, this camera was for the overseas mass market. The 
maximum shutter speed was only 1/500 sec. The camera was without a self-timer and QL feature, but it 
retained stop-down TTL metering. Although most TL cameras did not have QL, some cameras did as 
shown in the photo. 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EX-serie 
Canon EXEE Oktober 1966 

EXEE    

 

 

This camera had unusual features such as shutter speed-priority AE, maximum-aperture TTL metering and 
AE, a bright aerial image viewfinder, and focal-plane shutter. The front lens element was also 
interchangeable. 
 
The camera had a built-in rear lens consisting of 3 elements in 2 groups. Besides the normal EX 50mm 
f/1.8 lens, two other interchangeable front lens elements were available: EX 35mm f/3.5 and EX 95mm 
f/3.5. 
 
Centerweighted averaging metering was incorporated for easy operation. For lenses with different 
maximum apertures, the f-number could be adjusted manually to compensate.  

 

 

  



Canon EX-serie 
Canon EXEE (Bell & Howell)  Oktober 1966 

EXEE    

 

 

This camera had unusual features such as shutter speed-priority AE, maximum-aperture TTL metering and 
AE, a bright aerial image viewfinder, and focal-plane shutter. The front lens element was also 
interchangeable. 
 
The camera had a built-in rear lens consisting of 3 elements in 2 groups. Besides the normal EX 50mm 
f/1.8 lens, two other interchangeable front lens elements were available: EX 35mm f/3.5 and EX 95mm 
f/3.5. 
 
Centerweighted averaging metering was incorporated for easy operation. For lenses with different 
maximum apertures, the f-number could be adjusted manually to compensate.  

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon F-1 Mars 1971 

F-1    

 

 

After five years and a large investment in money and labor, the top-of-the-line 35mm Canon F-1 system 
was born. 
 
The FD lens mount was newly developed for the new line of FD lenses. The new lens mount enabled fully-
coupled automatic exposure metering. The camera system also included the first accessory ever for remote 
picture-taking with the camera. The many accessories enabled seamless and instant compatibility. 
 
The camera was built to endure 100,000 picture-taking cycles, temperatures ranging from -30 C to 60 C, 
and 90% humidity. Being a highly durable and reliable camera, the F-1 gained many followers including 
pros. Except for a one-time revision, the camera was manufactured and sold for ten years.  

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FTb Mars 1971 

FTb    

 

 

Like the flagship Canon F-1, the FTb was compatible with FD lenses. It was a mass-market camera having 
the same basic features as the F-1. 
 
Like the F-1, it had maximum-aperture TTL metering, match-needle exposure adjustment, and high-
precision 12% partial metering at the center. Being a mid-tier 35mm SLR camera, the FTb was well 
received by many amateur photographers. The FTb also allowed stop-down TTL metering (match needle) 
for FL lenses and situations when stop-down viewing was required.  

 

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FTb (black)  Mars 1971 

FTb    

 

 

Like the flagship Canon F-1, the FTb was compatible with FD lenses. It was a mass-market camera having 
the same basic features as the F-1. 
 
Like the F-1, it had maximum-aperture TTL metering, match-needle exposure adjustment, and high-
precision 12% partial metering at the center. Being a mid-tier 35mm SLR camera, the FTb was well 
received by many amateur photographers. The FTb also allowed stop-down TTL metering (match needle) 
for FL lenses and situations when stop-down viewing was required.  

 

 

  



Canon EX-serie 
Canon EX AUTO Februar 1972 

EX AUTO    

 

 

An improved version of the EX EE, the EX AUTO was very popular with beginners who previously had 
difficulty understanding SLR cameras. The EX AUTO had maximum-aperture TTL metering and shutter 
speed-priority AE.The lens' maximum aperture f-number was corrected automatically when the lens was 
attached to the camera. Another improvement was the addition of the EX 125mm f/3.5 interchangeable 
telephoto lens. 
 
The lens focusing ring was also coupled to autoflash metering. With the dedicated Speedlite D mounted on 
the hot shoe and the EX 50mm f/1.8 lens attached to the camera, the CAT System automatically obtained 
the correct flash exposure for the subject distance. Taking pictures at night became as easy as taking 
pictures during the day.  

 

 

  



 

Canon F-serie 
Canon FTb-N Juli 1973 

FTb-N    

 

 

Improved version of the Canon FTb. Improvements include a shutter speed display in the viewfinder, a 
larger shutter button, a plastic-tipped film advance lever, and a slimmer combination self-timer and stop-
down lever. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon FTb-N (black)  Juli 1973 

FTb-N    

 

 

Improved version of the Canon FTb. Improvements include a shutter speed display in the viewfinder, a 
larger shutter button, a plastic-tipped film advance lever, and a slimmer combination self-timer and stop-
down lever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  



Canon F-serie 
Canon EF November 1973 

EF    

 

 

This camera's main feature was the first and last of its kind. It was the Copal Square, a vertical-travel, 
metal-curtain, focal-plane shutter. 
 
The camera's specifications and ease of use were ideal for aged users. Just press the shutter button for 
shutter speed-priority TTL automatic exposure. A silicon photocell was used for full-aperture 
centerweighted averaging metering. Fast shutter speeds from 1/2 sec. to 1/1000 sec. and bulb were 
mechanically-controlled while slow speeds from 1 sec. to 30 sec. were electronically-controlled.  

 

 

  



Canon F-serie 
Canon TX Mars 1975 

TX    

 

 

This was a stripped-down Canon FTb for the mass market overseas. The fastest shutter speed was only 
1/500 sec. The metering pattern was centerweighted averaging instead of 12% partial at the center. The 
stop-down lever had no locking feature. A PC terminal and hot shoe were provided for flash.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon AE-1 April 1976 

AE-1    

 

 

Introduced in April 1976, the AE-1 was a very successful camera worldwide. 
When the AE-1 came out, TTL manual-metering models (including the Canon FTb and FTb-N) were still the 
mainstream in the 35mm SLR market. Autoexposure models were still at the very top end of the SLR 
market. They were expensive and produced in small numbers. 
 
The AE-1, however, was designed from the ground up with five major units and twenty-five minor units. 
They were centrally controlled by a microcomputer. By incorporating electronics, the parts count could be 
reduced by 300. The manufacturing of the camera was also highly automated. This made it possible to 
produce a low-cost camera having high-end features.  

 

 

  



Canon A-serie                   
Canon AE-1 (black)  April 1976 

AE-1    

 

 

Introduced in April 1976, the AE-1 was a very successful camera worldwide. 
When the AE-1 came out, TTL manual-metering models (including the Canon FTb and FTb-N) were still the 
mainstream in the 35mm SLR market. Autoexposure models were still at the very top end of the SLR 
market. They were expensive and produced in small numbers. 
 
The AE-1, however, was designed from the ground up with five major units and twenty-five minor units. 
They were centrally controlled by a microcomputer. By incorporating electronics, the parts count could be 
reduced by 300. The manufacturing of the camera was also highly automated. This made it possible to 
produce a low-cost camera having high-end features.  
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Canon A-serie 
Canon AT-1 Desember 1976 

AT-1   

 

 

The AE-1 with shutter speed-priority AE and TTL metering became wildly popular in Japan and overseas. 
 

However in a few overseas markets, the AE-1 had a high price tag. There were also many users who still 
preferred manual metering. In response to these people, the AT-1 was developed. It had the same body as 

the AE-1. It featured match-needle metering and TTL centerweighted averaging metering with CdS 
photocell. The camera could use the same accessories as the AE-1. 

 
 
 

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon A-1 April 1978 

A-1    

 

 

The A-1 was the top-of-the-line A-series camera. (The AE-1 was the first in this series.) It was a 
sophisticated electronic camera with all-digital control. 
Besides the shutter speed-priority AE and aperture-priority AE modes, it featured the first fully automatic 
program AE mode, preset aperture-priority AE, and Speedlite AE mode. 
The viewfinder information was also easy to read with a 7-segment red LED readout. The control settings 
were displayed at the same time which made it very useful. 
Besides Power Winder A, developed at the same time as the AE-1, accessories for the A-1 included the 
compact Motor Drive MA which attained a maximum shooting speed of 5 fps. This Motor Drive had a 
convenient vertical-grip shutter button. Also, there was the Speedlite 199A which had bounce flash 
capability.The A-1's body had a fine black finish.  

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon AV-1 Mai 1979 

AV-1    

 

 

Even though the camera would cost more, shutter speed-priority AE cameras were important to Canon 
since users could comprehend shutter speeds easier than aperture settings. However, in America and 
other overseas markets, aperture-priority AE 35mm cameras were in the majority. 
 
Overseas distributors also clamored for an aperture-priority AE model. Canon responded with the AV-1. 
 
When this camera appeared, a new type of FD lenses featuring instant mounting/demounting was also 
introduced. A low-cost FD 50mm f/2 lens was made available for the AV-1.  

 

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon AV-1 (black)  Mai 1979 

AV-1    

 

 

Even though the camera would cost more, shutter speed-priority AE cameras were important to Canon 
since users could comprehend shutter speeds easier than aperture settings. However, in America and 
other overseas markets, aperture-priority AE 35mm cameras were in the majority. 
 
Overseas distributors also clamored for an aperture-priority AE model. Canon responded with the AV-1. 
 
When this camera appeared, a new type of FD lenses featuring instant mounting/demounting was also 
introduced. A low-cost FD 50mm f/2 lens was made available for the AV-1.  
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Canon A-serie 
Canon AE-1 PROGRAM April 1981 

AE-1 Program    

 

 

It was five years after the AE-1 became a worldwide hit. Many users wanted the program AE mode that 
was featured in the A-1. This mode set both the shutter speed and aperture automatically. The user just 
had to press the shutter button. 
 
The AE-1 Program camera was developed in response to the demand for program AE and to succeed the 
original AE-1. The camera now had both shutter speed-priority AE and program AE modes. It also sported 
a palm grip like the A-1. The camera was also compatible with the A-1's Motor Drive MA. The viewfinder 
featured LEDs. It was quite an advanced camera. 
 
To make Motor Drive MA compatible with the AE-1 Program camera, it had three electrical contacts instead 
of only two which the original version had. Also, Power Winder A was converted into Power Winder A2 for 
higher performance.  

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon AE-1 PROGRAM (black)  April 1981 

AE-1 Program    

 

 

It was five years after the AE-1 became a worldwide hit. Many users wanted the program AE mode that 
was featured in the A-1. This mode set both the shutter speed and aperture automatically. The user just 
had to press the shutter button. 
 
The AE-1 Program camera was developed in response to the demand for program AE and to succeed the 
original AE-1. The camera now had both shutter speed-priority AE and program AE modes. It also sported 
a palm grip like the A-1. The camera was also compatible with the A-1's Motor Drive MA. The viewfinder 
featured LEDs. It was quite an advanced camera. 
 
To make Motor Drive MA compatible with the AE-1 Program camera, it had three electrical contacts instead 
of only two which the original version had. Also, Power Winder A was converted into Power Winder A2 for 
higher performance.  
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Canon A-serie 
Canon AL-1 Mars 1982 

AL-1    

 

 

Targeting users who had difficulty focusing through the viewfinder, the AL-1 featured an electronic focus-
assist system besides aperture-priority AE. 
 
The system searches for the peak of the subject's image contrast obtained by three linear CCD arrays. The 
bottom of the viewfinder has arrows indicating the direction to turn the focusing ring to achieve focus. When 
focus is achieved, the in-focus mark between the two arrows lights. 
 
The exposure is controlled by a TTL silicon photocell and aperture-priority AE with centerweighted 
averaging metering. All shutter speeds are electronically controlled and stepless. The camera is also 
compatible with all FD lenses.  

  



Canon A-serie 
Canon AL-1 (black)  Mars 1982 

AL-1    

 

 

Targeting users who had difficulty focusing through the viewfinder, the AL-1 featured an electronic focus-
assist system besides aperture-priority AE. 
 
The system searches for the peak of the subject's image contrast obtained by three linear CCD arrays. The 
bottom of the viewfinder has arrows indicating the direction to turn the focusing ring to achieve focus. When 
focus is achieved, the in-focus mark between the two arrows lights. 
 
The exposure is controlled by a TTL silicon photocell and aperture-priority AE with centerweighted 
averaging metering. All shutter speeds are electronically controlled and stepless. The camera is also 
compatible with all FD lenses.  

  



Canon T-serie 
Canon T50 Mars 1983 

T50    

 

 

In the early 1980s, the SLR still dominated. Metering systems diversified as camera makers competed 
fiercely to offer the better camera. The confusion may have turned off users as more people began to avoid 
SLRs. 
 
In 1981, 35mm SLR production peaked at 7.67 million units. Two years later, this amount shrank by more 
than 30 percent to 5.37 million units. 
 
Amid such market conditions, the Canon T50 was introduced as a wave-of-the-future 35mm SLR camera. It 
was the first T-series camera. The camera was designed to respond to the user automatically. It was easy 
to use and anybody could take pictures with it. It had a power winder (which was well received on the 
Autoboy) and TTL program AE. In 1983, the T50 won the Good Design Award from the Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry. 
 
There is the limited model as T5 in only USA. 

  



Canon T-serie 
Canon T70 April 1984 

T70    

 

 

The second T-series camera. The camera kit included an FD 35-70mm f/3.5-4.5 lens or an FD 28-55mm 
f/3.5-4.5. 
 
The large LCD panel and key-touch buttons had a major impact on 35mm SLR cameras that followed. The 
T70 features shutter speed-priority TTL AE, TTL multi-program AE, and preset aperture AE. The dual 
metering system gives a choice of centerweighted averaging metering and partial metering at the center. In 
1984, the camera won the Good Design Award (from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry) and 
the European Camera of the Year Award.  

 

 

 

 

  



Canon T-serie 
Canon T80 April 1985 

T80    

 

 

Canon's first autofocus 35mm SLR camera. The AF system uses a linear CCD array for TTL image 
contrast detection. The picture-taking mode can be selected with the pictographs on the external LCD 
panel. 
 
For metering and exposure control, TTL multi-program AE and preset aperture AE with centerweighted 
averaging metering are provided. Lenses for autofocusing with the T80 were called AC lenses. These 
lenses had the FD mount and signal transmission capability. Three such lenses were available: AC 50mm 
f/1.8, AC 35-70mm f/3.5-4.5, and AC 75-200mm f/4.5.  

 

  



Canon T-serie 
Canon T90 Februar 1986 

T90    

 

 

Developed as the top-of-the-line T-series camera, the T90 is a multi-mode SLR with built-in motor drive. 
The form of the pentaprism hump is a distinct characteristic. Instead of being sharp-edged like on previous 
cameras, it is rounded with smooth curves. The camera was designed to lessen the picture-taking burden 
on the user via automation. It aimed for seamless operation to respond to the user's will. A lot of top-notch 
technology and thought went into the camera. 
The camera has three metering systems to suit diverse shooting conditions. Eight autoexposure modes 
and two manual exposure modes also make the camera highly versatile. Drive operations are divided 
among three small coreless motors to consume less power. With four size-AA batteries, the built-in motor 
drive can shoot at a maximum of 4.5 fps. It was truly a top-of-the-line camera. In Japan, the camera's 
nickname was "Tank."  



Canon T-serie 
Canon T60 April 1990 

T60   

 

 

SLR camera with TTL full-aperture aperture-priority AE and TTL manual metering. Compatible with Canon 
FD lenses. 

This camera was developed for the overseas market and it was not sold in Japan. It featured a vertical-
travel, focal-plane electronic shutter with metal curtains. Aperture-priority AE was effective for 8 sec. to 
1/1000 sec. and X-sync (1/60 sec.). Manual exposure was good for 1 sec. to 1/1000 sec. and B. 
Centerweighted averaging metering. Metering range of EV 1 - 18 at ISO 100.  

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 650 Mars 1987 

EOS650    

 

 

Canon's first EOS camera had the latest technologies including a super microcomputer and a Canon-developed BASIS 
sensor for high-precision AF. The EOS 650 boasted incomparable autofocusing. Each EF lens has its own optimum built-in 

motor for autofocusing, and only electronic signals are exchanged between the lens and camera body. It is an ideal AF 
system. Since there is no high-torque driving noise, autofocusing is quick. The high-precision Ultrasonic Motor (USM) was 

also developed successfully. EOS was the start of a new and unique series of AF SLR cameras. 
 

•September 1987 
EOS650 QD [A] [E] [J] 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 620 Mai 1987 

EOS620    

 
 

 

Developed as the high-end version of the EOS 650, the EOS 620 has the following features not found in 
the 650: Shiftable program AE, autobracketing up to ±5 stops in 1/2-stop increments, maximum of 9 
multiple exposures, and uniform EL illumination (the world's first on a camera) of the external LCD panel. 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 750 QD Oktober 1988 

EOS750 EOS750QD    

 

 

When the film is loaded, the entire roll is first wound onto the take-up spool. Then each time a picture is 
taken, the film winds back into the cartridge frame by frame. This prewind system prevents the ruining of 
exposed frames if the camera back is opened accidentally. The EOS 750 QD is also Canon's first SLR with 
a built-in flash. 
The built-in flash pops up automatically in backlit or low-light conditions. After the picture is taken with the 
flash, the flash head retracts automatically. 
The One-Shot AF mode allows shutter release when focus is achieved. Other features include TTL full-
aperture metering with a 6-zone evaluative sensor (well received in the EOS 650 and later models), 
Intelligent Program AE, and depth-of-field AE.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 750 QD Oktober 1988 

EOS 750 EOS750 QD    

 

 

When the film is loaded, the entire roll is first wound onto the take-up spool. Then each time a picture is 
taken, the film winds back into the cartridge frame by frame. This prewind system prevents the ruining of 
exposed frames if the camera back is opened accidentally. The EOS 750 QD is also Canon's first SLR with 
a built-in flash. 
The built-in flash pops up automatically in backlit or low-light conditions. After the picture is taken with the 
flash, the flash head retracts automatically. 
The One-Shot AF mode allows shutter release when focus is achieved. Other features include TTL full-
aperture metering with a 6-zone evaluative sensor (well received in the EOS 650 and later models), 
Intelligent Program AE, and depth-of-field AE.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 850 Oktober 1988 

EOS850    

 

 

This is an EOS 750QD without built-in flash and a quartz date back. 
 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 630 April 1989 

EOS 630  EOS 600  EOS630 QD  

 

 

This camera is a notch above the EOS 620 with faster AF speed. Like the EOS 620, the 630 QD has 
autobracketing up to ±5 stops (1/2-stop increments), maximum of 9 multiple exposures, 6-zone evaluative 
metering, and 6.5% partial metering at the center. 
 
In the AI Servo AF mode, the maximum shooting speed is 2.5 fps. In the One-Shot AF mode, the maximum 
is 5 fps. The body came in black or metallic gray. The price was the same for both colors.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 600 April 1989 

EOS 630  EOS 600  EOS630 QD  

 

 

This camera is a notch above the EOS 620 with faster AF speed. Like the EOS 620, the 630 QD has 
autobracketing up to ±5 stops (1/2-stop increments), maximum of 9 multiple exposures, 6-zone evaluative 
metering, and 6.5% partial metering at the center. 
 
In the AI Servo AF mode, the maximum shooting speed is 2.5 fps. In the One-Shot AF mode, the maximum 
is 5 fps. The body came in black or metallic gray. The price was the same for both colors.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS-1 September 1989 

EOS-1    

 

 

The top-of-the-line EOS camera. The AF sensor is four times more sensitive than the BASIS sensor used 
in the EOS 650, the first EOS camera. It can autofocus even in EV -1. Also, the EOS-1's cross-type BASIS 
sensor was developed to enable focusing of horizontally-lined subjects. 
This AF sensor and the predictive AI Servo AF mode are outstanding. The camera also has a variety of 
metering modes: 5.8% partial metering with an 8mm-diameter circle at the center, 2.3% fine spot metering, 
centerweighted averaging metering with 6 zones, and 6-zone evaluative metering. High precision, high 
reliability, and durability characterized this camera. •September 1989 EOS-1 HS [J] 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS RT Oktober 1989 

EOS RT    

 

 

"RT" stood for "Real-Time." The fixed pellicle mirror drastically shortened the shutter-release time lag. The 
camera was developed for pros. 
 
Pressing the shutter button halfway readies the camera for instant picture-taking. It takes only 0.008 sec. 
for the shutter's first curtain to open and the second curtain to close after exposing the film. The camera 
also features a continuous shooting speed of 5 fps, predictive AI Servo AF, autobracketing, multiple 
exposures, six AE modes and metered manual, and 15 Custom Functions.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 10S Mars 1990 

EOS10S  EOS10  EOS10 QD   

 

 

This camera introduced the newly-developed, Multi-BASIS AF sensor which provided three autofocusing 
points. 
 
One-Shot AF and predictive AI Servo AF are featured as AF modes. In the Full Auto mode, the camera 
detects whether the subject is still or moving with signals received from the Multi-BASIS. The AF mode is 
then set automatically. 
 
The three focusing points are red LEDs in the viewfinder's image area. They are easy to see and any 
focusing point can be selected manually with a button and dial. A bar-code book was also provided to enter 
the bar-code for camera settings needed to achieve the effects shown in the book's sample photos.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS 10 Mars 1990 

EOS10S  EOS10  EOS10 QD   

 

 

This camera introduced the newly-developed, Multi-BASIS AF sensor which provided three autofocusing 
points. 
 
One-Shot AF and predictive AI Servo AF are featured as AF modes. In the Full Auto mode, the camera 
detects whether the subject is still or moving with signals received from the Multi-BASIS. The AF mode is 
then set automatically. 
 
The three focusing points are red LEDs in the viewfinder's image area. They are easy to see and any 
focusing point can be selected manually with a button and dial. A bar-code book was also provided to enter 
the bar-code for camera settings needed to achieve the effects shown in the book's sample photos.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS Mars 1990 

EOS700   EOS700 QD  

 

 

The camera's mode dial has two faces: One face shows icons for eight Programmed Image Control modes 
while the other face functions as an Intelligent dial to set shutter speed-priority AE, program AE, and bulb. 
The dial can be detached and flipped over for reattachment to the camera. For the normal lens, the Power 
Zoom EF 35-80mm f/4-5.6 was available. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon EOS Oktober 1990 

EOS1000F QD  EOS1000 QD  
 
 

 

Compact and light (500 g with battery). The camera features One-Shot AF and predictive AI Servo AF, 
shutter speed-priority AE (TTL), aperture-priority AE (TTL), Intelligent program AE, depth-of-field AE, and 
metered manual. The prewind system is used. The built-in, manual-retractable flash uses off-the-film TTL 
autoflash metering with Guide No. 12 (at ISO 100 in m). Small, compact, affordable, and feature-laden, the 
camera was a hit product. 
 
EOS1000 QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S [A] / EOS 1000F [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL [A] / EOS 1000 [E] : without QD and flash function 

 

  



Canon film-serie 
Canon EF-M September1991 

EF-M   

 

 

This camera features TTL shutter speed-priority AE, TTL aperture-priority AE, Intelligent program AE, and 
TTL metered manual. Although it was compatible with EF lenses, it was a manual-focus camera sold only 
outside Japan. 
 
The fixed, pentaprism viewfinder has a magnification of 0.75x (50mm at infinity) and 90% coverage. The 
matte focusing screen has a combination rangefinder. The 7-segment LCD within the image area displays 
numerals and text for the shutter speed, aperture setting, incorrect exposures, exposure level, film speed, 
AE lock, and flash ready. 
 
Three-zone evaluative metering. partial metering at center, and centerweighted averaging metering are 
also provided.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Elan August 1991 
EOS ELAN  EOS 100  EOS100 QD   

 

 

 

This was the world's first AF SLR camera which incorporated the concept of silent operation. 
 
The newly-developed silent mechanisms reduced film advance noise and rewind noise by one-eighth to 
one-half the level of previous models. The built-in flash's coverage adjusts automatically (auto zoom) to suit 
the lens focal length. Red-eye reduction, second-curtain sync, and flash exposure compensation were 
other flash features. The Quick Control Dial on the camera back also enables real-time exposure 
compensation adjustment while you looked through the viewfinder. It was a feature-laden, mid-class multi-
mode 35mm AF SLR. 
 
•November 1993 
EOS 100 panorama [J] 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Elan August 1991 
EOS ELAN  EOS 100  EOS100 QD   

 

 

 

This was the world's first AF SLR camera which incorporated the concept of silent operation. 
 
The newly-developed silent mechanisms reduced film advance noise and rewind noise by one-eighth to 
one-half the level of previous models. The built-in flash's coverage adjusts automatically (auto zoom) to suit 
the lens focal length. Red-eye reduction, second-curtain sync, and flash exposure compensation were 
other flash features. The Quick Control Dial on the camera back also enables real-time exposure 
compensation adjustment while you looked through the viewfinder. It was a feature-laden, mid-class multi-
mode 35mm AF SLR. 
 
•November 1993 
EOS 100 panorama [J] 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL SII  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  

EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL SII  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  

EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

EOS 1000 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

EOS REBEL 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

EOS 1000F 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
Canon Rebel Mars 1992 

EOS REBEL SII QD  EOS 1000FN QD  EOS1000S QD  
EOS REBEL II QD : without flash function 

EOS REBEL II  / EOS 1000 N : without QD and flash function 

 

 

 

This is an EOS 1000 QD with silent film advance and rewind. The improved AF mechanism and 
microcomputer made the AF speed 1.5 times faster than the EOS 1000 QD. 
 
EOS 1000S QD-P [J] : with panorama function 
EOS REBEL S II [A] / EOS 1000 FN [E] : without QD function 
EOS REBEL II QD [A] : without flash function 
EOS REBEL II [A] / EOS 1000 N [E] : without QD and flash function 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS A2 November 1992 

EOS A2 / EOS A2E  EOS 5  EOS5 QD  

 

 

The EOS 5 is the world's first 35mm SLR camera with Eye Controlled Focus. The camera has five focusing points (||+||). 
You just look at the desired focusing point to select it and the camera autofocuses at that point. It was a dream feature. A 
focusing point can also be selected manually. 
 
Other outstanding features include silent operation, 16-zone evaluative metering linked to the five focusing points, 3.5% spot 
metering at center, centerweighted averaging metering, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, Intelligent program 
AE, depth-of-field AE, Programmed Image Control modes, and metered manual.  

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS A2E November 1992 

EOS A2 / EOS A2E  EOS 5  EOS5 QD  

 

 

The EOS 5 is the world's first 35mm SLR camera with Eye Controlled Focus. The camera has five focusing points (||+||). 
You just look at the desired focusing point to select it and the camera autofocuses at that point. It was a dream feature. A 
focusing point can also be selected manually. 
 
Other outstanding features include silent operation, 16-zone evaluative metering linked to the five focusing points, 3.5% spot 
metering at center, centerweighted averaging metering, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, Intelligent program 
AE, depth-of-field AE, Programmed Image Control modes, and metered manual.  

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 5 November 1992 

EOS A2 / EOS A2E  EOS 5  EOS5 QD  

 

 

The EOS 5 is the world's first 35mm SLR camera with Eye Controlled Focus. The camera has five focusing points (||+||). 
You just look at the desired focusing point to select it and the camera autofocuses at that point. It was a dream feature. A 
focusing point can also be selected manually. 
 
Other outstanding features include silent operation, 16-zone evaluative metering linked to the five focusing points, 3.5% spot 
metering at center, centerweighted averaging metering, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, Intelligent program 
AE, depth-of-field AE, Programmed Image Control modes, and metered manual.  

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL XS  September 1993 

EOS REBEL XS  EOS 500  EOS Kiss   

 

 

The eye-level viewfinder uses a roof mirror, making this camera the world's smallest and lightest 35mm AF 
SLR when it was launched. 
 
The built-in flash is controlled with TTL autoflash metering. Other features include One-Shot AF, AI Servo 
AF, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, four Programmed Image Control modes, and metered 
manual. The world's smallest AF SLR body is thus packed with features. 
 
With the prewind system, the entire roll is first wound onto the take-up spool. Then each time a picture is 
taken, the exposed frame rewinds into the cartridge. With its easy operation and friendly name of "Kiss," the 
camera became a major hit among young mothers and family snapshooters. It maintained top market share 
for an extended period.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL XS  September 1993 

EOS REBEL XS  EOS 500  EOS Kiss   

 

 

The eye-level viewfinder uses a roof mirror, making this camera the world's smallest and lightest 35mm AF 
SLR when it was launched. 
 
The built-in flash is controlled with TTL autoflash metering. Other features include One-Shot AF, AI Servo 
AF, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, four Programmed Image Control modes, and metered 
manual. The world's smallest AF SLR body is thus packed with features. 
 
With the prewind system, the entire roll is first wound onto the take-up spool. Then each time a picture is 
taken, the exposed frame rewinds into the cartridge. With its easy operation and friendly name of "Kiss," the 
camera became a major hit among young mothers and family snapshooters. It maintained top market share 
for an extended period.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL XS  September 1993 

EOS REBEL XS   EOS 500  EOS Kiss   

 

 

The eye-level viewfinder uses a roof mirror, making this camera the world's smallest and lightest 35mm AF 
SLR when it was launched. 
 
The built-in flash is controlled with TTL autoflash metering. Other features include One-Shot AF, AI Servo 
AF, shutter speed-priority AE, aperture-priority AE, four Programmed Image Control modes, and metered 
manual. The world's smallest AF SLR body is thus packed with features. 
 
With the prewind system, the entire roll is first wound onto the take-up spool. Then each time a picture is 
taken, the exposed frame rewinds into the cartridge. With its easy operation and friendly name of "Kiss," the 
camera became a major hit among young mothers and family snapshooters. It maintained top market share 
for an extended period.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL X  November 1993 

EOS REBEL X 

  

 

Based on the popular EOS Kiss marketed in October 1993, the Rebel X was for the North American 
market. The Rebel X did not have a built-in flash, auto date back, and metered manual like the Kiss. The 
Rebel X was 55 g lighter than the Kiss. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-1N November 1994 

EOS-1N    

 

 

The successor to the EOS-1 and the new top-of-the-line EOS camera. With a cross-type BASIS for the AF 
sensor, the camera offers five focusing points which can be selected automatically or manually. The wide 
focusing area makes it easier to focus track moving subjects in the predictive AI Servo AF mode. The 
camera matches well with super telephoto lenses having a built-in USM (Ultrasonic Motor) for silent and 
fast operation. Exposures can be compensated in 1/2-stop or 1/3-stop increments for higher precision. The 
EOS-1N is highly rated by pro photographers. Very reliable and durable with a lifespan of 100,000 shutter 
cycles. The mechanical operation has also been refined for silent operation.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-1N HS November 1994 

EOS-1N HS  

 
 

 

This is an EOS-1N with Power Drive Booster E1 attached. The Booster also powers the camera. 

 

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-1N DP November 1994 

EOS-1N DP  

 

 

This is an EOS-1N with Battery Pack BP-E1 attached. The Battery Pack uses four size-AA batteries and 
one 2CR5 lithium battery at the same time. You can flip a switch to switch between these two battery types. 
The longer grip also makes camera holding easier. 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 5000  Januar 1995 

EOS 5000 / EOS 888 (Asia)   

 

 

Fully automatic AF SLR for the European market. Features include compact design, silent operation, three 
focusing points, wide focusing area, center-priority focusing, 6-zone evaluative metering linked to the 
focusing points, 3-zone flash metering linked to the focusing points, metering and exposure-control modes, 
external LCD panel, viewfinder information, a large mode selection and shutter speed dial, and flash 
exposure control with a series circuit. In Asia (except Japan), the camera was marketed as the EOS 888. 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-1N RS  Mars 1995 

EOS-1N RS   

 

The world's fastest AF SLR camera with a continuous shooting speed of 
10 fps at the time. Based on the EOS-1N, the EOS-1N RS has a fixed, 
semi-transparent pellicle mirror with a hard coat. The shutter release is 
completed in 0.006 sec. 
 
The focal-plane shutter has vertical-travel carbon and metal curtains 
(double blinds). The first and second curtains are controlled 
independently. All shutter speeds are controlled electronically. The RS 
(CH) film advance mode attains 10 fps shooting speed, and the RS (CL) 
mode reaches 3 fps. In the One-Shot AF and manual modes, the 
continuous shooting speed is 6 fps and 3 fps respectively. Other 
specifications are identical to the EOS-1N's.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN II  September 1995 

EOS ELAN II / EOS ELAN IIE  EOS 50 / EOS 50E  EOS 55  

 

 

Following the EOS 5, this is the second AF SLR camera featuring Eye Controlled Focus. The EOS 55's Eye 
Controlled Focus is twice as fast as the EOS 5's. Also, the Eye Control BASIS AF sensor enables Eye 

Controlled Focus even during vertical shooting. The new AF sensor also enables focus tracking with your 
eye while you press the shutter button halfway or during continuous shooting. The camera controls include 
a Command Dial (well received on other EOS cameras), LCD panel, a new AF mode dial on the camera's 
right shoulder, a metering mode lever, and a film advance mode lever. This two-dial and two-lever system 

makes camera operation quick and easy. The exterior finish incorporates high-quality aluminum. 

 

 

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN IIE  September 1995 

EOS ELAN II / EOS ELAN IIE  EOS 50 / EOS 50E  EOS 55   

 

 

Following the EOS 5, this is the second AF SLR camera featuring Eye Controlled Focus. The EOS 55's Eye 
Controlled Focus is twice as fast as the EOS 5's. Also, the Eye Control BASIS AF sensor enables Eye 
Controlled Focus even during vertical shooting. The new AF sensor also enables focus tracking with your 
eye while you press the shutter button halfway or during continuous shooting. The camera controls include 
a Command Dial (well received on other EOS cameras), LCD panel, a new AF mode dial on the camera's 
right shoulder, a metering mode lever, and a film advance mode lever. This two-dial and two-lever system 
makes camera operation quick and easy. The exterior finish incorporates high-quality aluminum. 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 50  September 1995 

EOS ELAN II / EOS ELAN IIE  EOS 50 / EOS 50E  EOS 55   

 

 

Following the EOS 5, this is the second AF SLR camera featuring Eye Controlled Focus. The EOS 55's Eye 
Controlled Focus is twice as fast as the EOS 5's. Also, the Eye Control BASIS AF sensor enables Eye 
Controlled Focus even during vertical shooting. The new AF sensor also enables focus tracking with your 
eye while you press the shutter button halfway or during continuous shooting. The camera controls include 
a Command Dial (well received on other EOS cameras), LCD panel, a new AF mode dial on the camera's 
right shoulder, a metering mode lever, and a film advance mode lever. This two-dial and two-lever system 
makes camera operation quick and easy. The exterior finish incorporates high-quality aluminum. 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 50E  September 1995 

EOS ELAN II / EOS ELAN IIE  EOS 50 / EOS 50E  EOS 55  

 

 

Following the EOS 5, this is the second AF SLR camera featuring Eye Controlled Focus. The EOS 55's Eye 
Controlled Focus is twice as fast as the EOS 5's. Also, the Eye Control BASIS AF sensor enables Eye 
Controlled Focus even during vertical shooting. The new AF sensor also enables focus tracking with your 
eye while you press the shutter button halfway or during continuous shooting. The camera controls include 
a Command Dial (well received on other EOS cameras), LCD panel, a new AF mode dial on the camera's 
right shoulder, a metering mode lever, and a film advance mode lever. This two-dial and two-lever system 
makes camera operation quick and easy. The exterior finish incorporates high-quality aluminum. 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 55  September 1995 

EOS ELAN II / EOS ELAN IIE  / EOS 50E  EOS 55  

 

 

Following the EOS 5, this is the second AF SLR camera featuring Eye Controlled Focus. The EOS 55's Eye 
Controlled Focus is twice as fast as the EOS 5's. Also, the Eye Control BASIS AF sensor enables Eye 
Controlled Focus even during vertical shooting. The new AF sensor also enables focus tracking with your 
eye while you press the shutter button halfway or during continuous shooting. The camera controls include 
a Command Dial (well received on other EOS cameras), LCD panel, a new AF mode dial on the camera's 
right shoulder, a metering mode lever, and a film advance mode lever. This two-dial and two-lever system 
makes camera operation quick and easy. The exterior finish incorporates high-quality aluminum. 

 

 
  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL G  September 1996 

EOS REBEL G  EOS500N  New EOS Kiss 

 

 

The original EOS Kiss became a hit product due to its high-end features, easy operation, and affordable 
price. It was succeeded by the New EOS Kiss (EOS Rebel XS or 500 in other countries). While inheriting 
the main features of the original Kiss such as lightweight and compact size, the New EOS Kiss has a Multi-
BASIS (|+|) AF sensor for 3 focusing points displayed in the viewfinder's image area. The focusing point 
can be selected manually by the user or automatically by the camera. Focusing the desired subject can be 
as quick as a more expensive camera. The following picture-taking modes can be set: Shutter speed-
priority AE, aperture-priority AE, shiftable Intelligent program AE, Programmed Image Control modes, 
depth-of-field AE, program flash AE, and metered manual. The camera comes in silver or black. 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL G  September 1996 

EOS REBEL G / EOS REBEL GII  EOS 500N  New EOS Kiss 

 

 

The original EOS Kiss became a hit product due to its high-end features, easy operation, and affordable 
price. It was succeeded by the New EOS Kiss (EOS Rebel XS or 500 in other countries). While inheriting 
the main features of the original Kiss such as lightweight and compact size, the New EOS Kiss has a Multi-
BASIS (|+|) AF sensor for 3 focusing points displayed in the viewfinder's image area. The focusing point 
can be selected manually by the user or automatically by the camera. Focusing the desired subject can be 
as quick as a more expensive camera. The following picture-taking modes can be set: Shutter speed-
priority AE, aperture-priority AE, shiftable Intelligent program AE, Programmed Image Control modes, 
depth-of-field AE, program flash AE, and metered manual. The camera comes in silver or black. 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL G  September 1996 

EOS REBEL G  EOS 500N  New EOS Kiss 

 

 

The original EOS Kiss became a hit product due to its high-end features, easy operation, and affordable 
price. It was succeeded by the New EOS Kiss (EOS Rebel XS or 500 in other countries). While inheriting 
the main features of the original Kiss such as lightweight and compact size, the New EOS Kiss has a Multi-
BASIS (|+|) AF sensor for 3 focusing points displayed in the viewfinder's image area. The focusing point 
can be selected manually by the user or automatically by the camera. Focusing the desired subject can be 
as quick as a more expensive camera. The following picture-taking modes can be set: Shutter speed-
priority AE, aperture-priority AE, shiftable Intelligent program AE, Programmed Image Control modes, 
depth-of-field AE, program flash AE, and metered manual. The camera comes in silver or black. 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS IX  Oktober 1996 

EOS IX   EOS IX E 

  

 

This is an IX 240 SLR camera in the EOS line, making it compatible with EF lenses. It also features Eye 
Control which enables you to select the desired focusing point with your eye. A Multi-BASIS AF sensor (|+|) 
is used. The focusing point can also be selected manually. The exterior features a stainless steel alloy 
finish and the body is shaped as a circle around the lens mount for a futuristic look. Drop-in film loading, 
magnetic recording of all IX information, and midroll change make the camera a top-notch IX 240 camera. 
The EF 24-85mm f/3.5-4.5 USM MS lens marketed at the same time matches the color of the camera body. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS IX Lite  Mars 1998 
EOS IX Lite  EOS IX 7  EOS IX 50  

 

 

EOS IX50 was developed as the introductory model for IX 240 single-lens reflex camera, integrating the 
excellent basic features of New EOS Kiss and the advanced functions of IX 240. Its volume is reduced by 
5% compared to New EOS Kiss and it weighs as light as 360 g. It can be used with EF lens and 
accessories. It also inherits wide-angle three focusing-points, 6-zone evaluative metering and E-TTL. It also 
comes with a number of magnetic IX functions, e.g. Mid-Roll Change (MRC), PQI function to record 9 types 
of shooting information on the film and improve the print quality, 100 types of caption in 12 languages, 
specification of the number of prints and printing of all the frames under identical conditions (FTPM). This 
model pursues the simple and easy operability by single-operation film loading, the function to prevent the 
film cover to open during the shooting and providing the operation buttons for setting magnetic IX functions 
on the back of the camera (IX position) intensively. EF22-55mm f/4.5-5.6 USM and EF55-200mm f/4.5-
5.6USM, the light-weight compact lens, are to be marketed simultaneously for replacement. 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS IX 7  Mars 1998 

EOS IX Lite  EOS IX 7  EOS IX 50  

 

 

EOS IX50 was developed as the introductory model for IX 240 single-lens reflex camera, integrating the 
excellent basic features of New EOS Kiss and the advanced functions of IX 240. Its volume is reduced by 
5% compared to New EOS Kiss and it weighs as light as 360 g. It can be used with EF lens and 
accessories. It also inherits wide-angle three focusing-points, 6-zone evaluative metering and E-TTL. It also 
comes with a number of magnetic IX functions, e.g. Mid-Roll Change (MRC), PQI function to record 9 types 
of shooting information on the film and improve the print quality, 100 types of caption in 12 languages, 
specification of the number of prints and printing of all the frames under identical conditions (FTPM). This 
model pursues the simple and easy operability by single-operation film loading, the function to prevent the 
film cover to open during the shooting and providing the operation buttons for setting magnetic IX functions 
on the back of the camera (IX position) intensively. EF22-55mm f/4.5-5.6 USM and EF55-200mm f/4.5-
5.6USM, the light-weight compact lens, are to be marketed simultaneously for replacement. 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-3 November 1998 

EOS-3    

 
 

A high-end SLR camera for professionals and advanced amateurs. This camera has many innovative 
features such as 45-point Area AF, high-speed and precision Eye Controlled Focus, and 7 fps high-speed 

predictive AF continuous shooting mode. The EOS3 is a camera which 
can fully respond to the photographer's intention. It retains many of the 

features and operability of EOS-1N while also incorporating various 
recommendations and requests submitted by EOS-1N and EOS 5 users. It 

also reflects a variety of recent trends and developments in the SLR 
industry. This model has 45-point Area AF by Canon's originally developed 

CMOS sensor and new focusing optical system. This AF system offers 
high subject-capturing and unrestricted framing capability. Eye Controlled 

Focus, refined to make it almost twice as fast and more precise than 
before together with 45-point Area AF system bring EOS3's high-

performance AF system another step closer to the human eye. The 21-zone evaluative metering linked to 
the focusing points, multi-spot metering with up to eight readings per exposure and eight metering system, 
including E-TTL autoflash with 550Ex are applied to this camera as well. The superb operability is achieved 
by dual electronic dials, 18 custom functions and firm grip holding, using the same material and design as 
EOS-1N. The same level of protection against moisture and dust  as EOS-1N and silent film rewind are 

also provided. The high-performance 1/8000sec. shutter unit passed Canon's standard endurance test of 
100,000 times shutter cycle. 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 3000  Mars 1999 

EOS 3000 / EOS 88 (Asia)  EOS 3000  

 

 

A compact, lightweight, low-priced SLR camera. Successor to the EOS5000, but with greatly expanded 
basic functions. The camera incorporates the Mode Dial and most other basic features of the EOS 
Kiss/EOS REBEL XS/EOS500 and includes six-zone evaluative metering linked to three focusing points. In 
addition, the flash is linked to the measurement point so that during shooting the flash out-put level is 
constantly adjusted for optimum exposure control. For reasons of cost, the flash unit is manual pop-
up/retractable head type. The EOS3000 is compatible with system accessories for the Kiss and New Kiss. 
The high-quality design has a feel of genuine elegance. 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL 2000  April 1999 

EOS REBEL 2000  EOS 300  EOS Kiss III  

 

 

Ultra-Compact, lightweight and high-quality SLR camera. Successor to New EOS Kiss/REBEL G/500N. 
Based on the concept of "easier to use and more comfortable" than the former model, it is smaller and 
lighter weight. It also has a higher performance AF system, exposure control and other basic features. A 
seven focusing-point wide-view AF system is used instead of the conventional three focusing-point AF. The 
focusing speed is equivalent to that of the EOS 55/ELAN II E/50E. This camera has 35-zone evaluative 
metering instead of the conventional 6-zone metering, E-TTL flash exposure control linked to an active 
focusing point, and other basic features, such as easy depth of field preview , higher speed of 1.5 fps film 
advance, shorter viewfinder black-out time, mid-roll film rewind button and a wireless remote control 
(Japanese model only). The camera is compact, but the command dial, the main dial, an external LCD 
display, and a small, yet comfortable grip ensure a good handling of the camera. The camera body is two-
tone silver and black. The Battery Pack PB-200 for size-AA batteries with a vertical-grip shutter button is 
separately available (4,500 yen). New lenses marketed at the same time are: EF28-80mm f/3.5- 5.6 V 
USM, EF28-80mm f/3.5-5.6 II (export only), EF75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM and EF75-300mm f/4-5.6 III 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 300  April 1999 

EOS REBEL 2000  EOS 300  EOS Kiss III  

 

 

Ultra-Compact, lightweight and high-quality SLR camera. Successor to New EOS Kiss/REBEL G/500N. 
Based on the concept of "easier to use and more comfortable" than the former model, it is smaller and 
lighter weight. It also has a higher performance AF system, exposure control and other basic features. A 
seven focusing-point wide-view AF system is used instead of the conventional three focusing-point AF. The 
focusing speed is equivalent to that of the EOS 55/ELAN II E/50E. This camera has 35-zone evaluative 
metering instead of the conventional 6-zone metering, E-TTL flash exposure control linked to an active 
focusing point, and other basic features, such as easy depth of field preview , higher speed of 1.5 fps film 
advance, shorter viewfinder black-out time, mid-roll film rewind button and a wireless remote control 
(Japanese model only). The camera is compact, but the command dial, the main dial, an external LCD 
display, and a small, yet comfortable grip ensure a good handling of the camera. The camera body is two-
tone silver and black. The Battery Pack PB-200 for size-AA batteries with a vertical-grip shutter button is 
separately available (4,500 yen). New lenses marketed at the same time are: EF28-80mm f/3.5- 5.6 V 
USM, EF28-80mm f/3.5-5.6 II (export only), EF75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM and EF75-300mm f/4-5.6 III 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS-1V  Mars 2000 

EOS-1V   

 

The EOS-1V, successor to the EOS-1N, is a premier-class professional SLR featuring the latest state-of-
the-art technology. 
Premier AF Performance: The 45-point area AF gives predictive AI servo AF at about 9 fps (with the PB-E2 
attached) for outstanding subject tracking and blazingly fast focusing, all automatically.  
High-speed continuous shooting: 10 fps continuously (with the PB-E2 attached). 
In response to the severe demands of professional photographers, already excellent reliability has been 
improved even further. Water and dust resistance is even better than the EOS-1N and EOS-3. Leading-
edge "thixo-molding" metal injection molding technology has led to strong, rigid magnesium alloy outer 
covers that easily passed 150,000 operations test standards. While carrying over the standard 
specifications of the EOS-1: the advanced exposure metering system of the EOS-3 has been incorporated 

in this professional camera, along with the 1/8000 sec. high speed shutter 
that syncs with flash at 1/250 second. The viewfinder specifications are 
carried over from the EOS-1N, and EOS-1N accessories are compatible. 
Shooting data recording system: Shooting data for 100 rolls of 36 exp. film 
(using the standard settings) is stored in memory, and can be read and 
edited on a computer using the ES-E1 software. Customizing functions 
abound: 20 custom functions, and 31 personal functions. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN 7E  Oktober 2000 

EOS ELAN 7E/DATE /7  EOS 30/DATE 33/DATE  EOS 7 

 

The Canon EOS 7 will appeal to a broad spectrum of users in the middle of the EOS lineup, from serious 
amateurs to people stepping up from entry-level EOS models. 
With Canon's unique CMOS imaging sensor, the EOS 7 has 7-point wide-
area autofocus allowing compositional freedom regardless of subject 
position. Compared with the professional EOS-3, the response time of eye 
movement detection for AF frame selection is reduced by about 15%. For 
manual selection, focusing point arrow keys on the back cover's quick 
control dial allow quick and intuitive selection of the focusing point. 
Additionally, the EOS 7 is the first EOS with eye control and 
superimposed (SI) focusing point display to incorporate eyesight-
correcting dioptric adjustment in the same camera, giving it a most refined 

viewfinder. 
It has 4fps high-speed motor drive, and AI Servo predictive AF on a par with the flagship EOS-1V. The 
latest silencing technology greatly reduce film winding and rewinding noise allowing photography and film 
replacement in quiet places without fear of disturbing others. 
The design makes the best of Canon's cutting-edge molding technologies and meticulous finishing of the 
body, and the sculptured top and front covers made of rigid black anodized aluminum result in the refined, 
innovative, high quality image, Even given the quite compact body dimensions, the shape and layout of the 
grip, shutter button and electronic dial result in excellent handling and functionality. 
The evaluative metering 35-zone sensor linked to the active focusing point combined with the Speedlite EX 
series E-TTL autoflash system and 13 custom functions complete a most comprehensive list of functions.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN 7E  Oktober 2000 

EOS ELAN 7E/DATE 7  EOS 30/DATE 33/DATE  EOS 7 

 

The Canon EOS 7 will appeal to a broad spectrum of users in the middle of the EOS lineup, from serious 
amateurs to people stepping up from entry-level EOS models. 
With Canon's unique CMOS imaging sensor, the EOS 7 has 7-point wide-
area autofocus allowing compositional freedom regardless of subject 
position. Compared with the professional EOS-3, the response time of eye 
movement detection for AF frame selection is reduced by about 15%. For 
manual selection, focusing point arrow keys on the back cover's quick 
control dial allow quick and intuitive selection of the focusing point. 
Additionally, the EOS 7 is the first EOS with eye control and 
superimposed (SI) focusing point display to incorporate eyesight-
correcting dioptric adjustment in the same camera, giving it a most refined 

viewfinder. 
It has 4fps high-speed motor drive, and AI Servo predictive AF on a par with the flagship EOS-1V. The 
latest silencing technology greatly reduce film winding and rewinding noise allowing photography and film 
replacement in quiet places without fear of disturbing others. 
The design makes the best of Canon's cutting-edge molding technologies and meticulous finishing of the 
body, and the sculptured top and front covers made of rigid black anodized aluminum result in the refined, 
innovative, high quality image, Even given the quite compact body dimensions, the shape and layout of the 
grip, shutter button and electronic dial result in excellent handling and functionality. 
The evaluative metering 35-zone sensor linked to the active focusing point combined with the Speedlite EX 
series E-TTL autoflash system and 13 custom functions complete a most comprehensive list of functions.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN 7  Oktober 2000 

EOS ELAN 7E/DATE 7  EOS 30/DATE 33/DATE  EOS 7 

 

 
The Canon EOS 7 will appeal to a broad spectrum of users in the middle of the EOS lineup, from serious 

amateurs to people stepping up from entry-level EOS models. 
With Canon's unique CMOS imaging sensor, the EOS 7 has 7-point wide-area autofocus allowing 

compositional freedom regardless of subject position. Compared with the professional EOS-3, the response 
time of eye movement detection for AF frame selection is reduced by about 15%. For manual selection, 
focusing point arrow keys on the back cover's quick control dial allow quick and intuitive selection of the 
focusing point. Additionally, the EOS 7 is the first EOS with eye control and superimposed (SI) focusing 
point display to incorporate eyesight-correcting dioptric adjustment in the same camera, giving it a most 

refined viewfinder. 
It has 4fps high-speed motor drive, and AI Servo predictive AF on a par with the flagship EOS-1V. The 

latest silencing technology greatly reduce film winding and rewinding noise allowing photography and film 
replacement in quiet places without fear of disturbing others. 

The design makes the best of Canon's cutting-edge molding technologies and meticulous finishing of the 
body, and the sculptured top and front covers made of rigid black anodized aluminum result in the refined, 
innovative, high quality image, Even given the quite compact body dimensions, the shape and layout of the 

grip, shutter button and electronic dial result in excellent handling and functionality. 
The evaluative metering 35-zone sensor linked to the active focusing point combined with the Speedlite EX 
series E-TTL autoflash system and 13 custom functions complete a most comprehensive list of functions. 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 30 DATE  Oktober 2000 

EOS ELAN 7E/DATE 7  EOS 30/DATE 33/DATE  EOS 7 

 

 
The Canon EOS 7 will appeal to a broad spectrum of users in the middle of the EOS lineup, from serious 
amateurs to people stepping up from entry-level EOS models. 
With Canon's unique CMOS imaging sensor, the EOS 7 has 7-point wide-area autofocus allowing 
compositional freedom regardless of subject position. Compared with the professional EOS-3, the response 
time of eye movement detection for AF frame selection is reduced by about 15%. For manual selection, 
focusing point arrow keys on the back cover's quick control dial allow quick and intuitive selection of the 
focusing point. Additionally, the EOS 7 is the first EOS with eye control and superimposed (SI) focusing 
point display to incorporate eyesight-correcting dioptric adjustment in the same camera, giving it a most 
refined viewfinder. 
It has 4fps high-speed motor drive, and AI Servo predictive AF on a par with the flagship EOS-1V. The 
latest silencing technology greatly reduce film winding and rewinding noise allowing photography and film 
replacement in quiet places without fear of disturbing others. 
The design makes the best of Canon's cutting-edge molding technologies and meticulous finishing of the 
body, and the sculptured top and front covers made of rigid black anodized aluminum result in the refined, 
innovative, high quality image, Even given the quite compact body dimensions, the shape and layout of the 
grip, shutter button and electronic dial result in excellent handling and functionality. 
The evaluative metering 35-zone sensor linked to the active focusing point combined with the Speedlite EX 
series E-TTL autoflash system and 13 custom functions complete a most comprehensive list of functions. 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 33 DATE  Oktober 2000 

EOS ELAN 7E/DATE 7  EOS 30/DATE 33/DATE  EOS 7 

 

 

The Canon EOS 7 will appeal to a broad spectrum of users in the middle 
of the EOS lineup, from serious amateurs to people stepping up from 
entry-level EOS models. 
With Canon's unique CMOS imaging sensor, the EOS 7 has 7-point wide-
area autofocus allowing compositional freedom regardless of subject 
position. Compared with the professional EOS-3, the response time of eye 
movement detection for AF frame selection is reduced by about 15%. For 
manual selection, focusing point arrow keys on the back cover's quick 

control dial allow quick and intuitive selection of the focusing point. Additionally, the EOS 7 is the first EOS 
with eye control and superimposed (SI) focusing point display to incorporate eyesight-correcting dioptric 
adjustment in the same camera, giving it a most refined viewfinder. 
It has 4fps high-speed motor drive, and AI Servo predictive AF on a par with the flagship EOS-1V. The 
latest silencing technology greatly reduce film winding and rewinding noise allowing photography and film 
replacement in quiet places without fear of disturbing others. The design makes the best of Canon's cutting-
edge molding technologies and meticulous finishing of the body, and the sculptured top and front covers 
made of rigid black anodized aluminum result in the refined, innovative, high quality image, Even given the 
quite compact body dimensions, the shape and layout of the grip, shutter button and electronic dial result in 
excellent handling and functionality. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 33 DATE  Februar 2002 

EOS Rebel XS N DATE  EOS 3000N/DATE  EOS 66/DATE 

 

 

This model is the replacement for, and continues the tradition of the EOS 5000/88, marketed in January 
1995 and the EOS 3000/88, marketed in March 1999, which were very popular because of their 
affordability, small size, light weight, ease of operation, and silent operation. It is intended mainly for the 
East European and Asian markets. 
 
With its low price and high performance, it is designed to be the "Next Generation Affordable AF SLR 
Standard". The metallic silver finish gives it an elegant air, and multiple functions, including wide-area 3-
point AF. 

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 3000N DATE  Februar 2002 

EOS Rebel XS N DATE  EOS 3000N/DATE  EOS 66/DATE 

 

 

This model is the replacement for, and continues the tradition of the EOS 5000/88, marketed in January 
1995 and the EOS 3000/88, marketed in March 1999, which were very popular because of their 
affordability, small size, light weight, ease of operation, and silent operation. It is intended mainly for the 
East European and Asian markets. 
 
With its low price and high performance, it is designed to be the "Next Generation Affordable AF SLR 
Standard". The metallic silver finish gives it an elegant air, and multiple functions, including wide-area 3-
point AF. 

 

 

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 33 DATE  Februar 2002 

EOS Rebel XS N DATE  EOS 3000N/DATE  EOS 66/DATE 

 

 

This model is the replacement for, and continues the tradition of the EOS 5000/88, marketed in January 
1995 and the EOS 3000/88, marketed in March 1999, which were very popular because of their 
affordability, small size, light weight, ease of operation, and silent operation. It is intended mainly for the 
East European and Asian markets. 
 
With its low price and high performance, it is designed to be the "Next Generation Affordable AF SLR 
Standard". The metallic silver finish gives it an elegant air, and multiple functions, including wide-area 3-
point AF. 

 

 

 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS Rebel Ti  September 2002 

EOS Rebel Ti  EOS 300V  EOS Kiss 5 

 

 

The Canon EOS Kiss 5 is the addition to the company's best-selling EOS Kiss series of affordable AF SLR 
cameras. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and new algorithms, the new camera 
achieves not only the fastest AF speed in its class, but also vastly improved predictive AF performance 
when shooting moving objects. Innovatively designed, the new EOS Kiss 5 redefines the image of SLR 
cameras with an elegant incandescent-silver and metallic-gray exterior finish, and a compact (130 x 88 x 
64mm), lightweight (365g) body featuring an ergonomic handgrip for maximum user comfort and functional 
ease. Enhancing utility, the rear panel of the new model incorporates a large-size (30 x 30mm) LCD panel 
with backlight, enabling camera settings to be seen clearly even in dark conditions. Moreover, all main 
operating controls are grouped together on the right side of the camera to enable the operation of most 
functions with one hand.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 300 V  September 2002 

EOS Rebel Ti  EOS 300V  EOS Kiss 5 

 

 

The Canon EOS Kiss 5 is the addition to the company's best-selling EOS Kiss series of affordable AF SLR 
cameras. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and new algorithms, the new camera 
achieves not only the fastest AF speed in its class, but also vastly improved predictive AF performance 
when shooting moving objects. Innovatively designed, the new EOS Kiss 5 redefines the image of SLR 
cameras with an elegant incandescent-silver and metallic-gray exterior finish, and a compact (130 x 88 x 
64mm), lightweight (365g) body featuring an ergonomic handgrip for maximum user comfort and functional 
ease. Enhancing utility, the rear panel of the new model incorporates a large-size (30 x 30mm) LCD panel 
with backlight, enabling camera settings to be seen clearly even in dark conditions. Moreover, all main 
operating controls are grouped together on the right side of the camera to enable the operation of most 
functions with one hand.  

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS Rebel K2  September 2003 

EOS REBEL K2  EOS 3000V  EOS Kiss Lite 

 

The EOS Kiss Lite, joining the popular AF SLR camera lineup alongside the highly acclaimed EOS Kiss 5, 
offers users further enhanced cost performance while retaining the outstanding basic features, ease of use 
and compact lightweight design of its sibling model. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and 
new algorithms, the camera achieves an AF speed equal to that of the class-leading EOS Kiss 5 as well as 
exceeding predictive AF performance for more stable consecutive shooting of moving objects. 
Key performance features inherited from the EOS Kiss 5 include a 7-point wide-area AF system with five 
focusing points arranged horizontally within the viewfinder and one each above and below the center point. 
The system ensures accurate AF performance with unrestricted framing, regardless of the position of the 
subject within the viewfinder. 
The EOS Kiss Lite also utilizes an enhanced 35-zone evaluative metering sensor linked to each focusing 
point. Featuring a vastly improved metering algorithm, the sensor analyzes and makes adjustments for 
lighting conditions around the subject to ensure ideal exposure every time. 
Continuing to redefine the image of SLR cameras, the new EOS Kiss Lite's cutting-edge design features a 
metallic-gray exterior finish that conveys an understated elegance. The model's ergonomically designed 
handgrip is overlain with a black-rubber coating for enhanced handheld comfort and operability as well as a 
rugged appearance. The camera also realizes a compact lightweight body measuring 130 x 88 x 64 mm 
and weighing just 340 grams, the lightest in the EOS Kiss series. In addition to compact proportions, the 
EOS Kiss Lite offers an easy-operation layout with a large-size (22.4 x 30.0 mm) LCD data panel on the 

back of the camera, and groups all main operating controls together on the 
right-hand side to enable one-handed control of most functions.  

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 3000V  September 2003 
EOS REBEL K2  EOS 3000V  EOS Kiss Lite 

 

The EOS Kiss Lite, joining the popular AF SLR camera lineup alongside the highly acclaimed EOS Kiss 5, 
offers users further enhanced cost performance while retaining the outstanding basic features, ease of use 
and compact lightweight design of its sibling model. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and 
new algorithms, the camera achieves an AF speed equal to that of the class-leading EOS Kiss 5 as well as 
exceeding predictive AF performance for more stable consecutive shooting of moving objects. 
Key performance features inherited from the EOS Kiss 5 include a 7-point wide-area AF system with five 
focusing points arranged horizontally within the viewfinder and one each above and below the center point. 
The system ensures accurate AF performance with unrestricted framing, regardless of the position of the 
subject within the viewfinder. 
The EOS Kiss Lite also utilizes an enhanced 35-zone evaluative metering sensor linked to each focusing 
point. Featuring a vastly improved metering algorithm, the sensor analyzes and makes adjustments for 
lighting conditions around the subject to ensure ideal exposure every time. 
Continuing to redefine the image of SLR cameras, the new EOS Kiss Lite's cutting-edge design features a 
metallic-gray exterior finish that conveys an understated elegance. The model's ergonomically designed 
handgrip is overlain with a black-rubber coating for enhanced handheld comfort and operability as well as a 
rugged appearance. The camera also realizes a compact lightweight body measuring 130 x 88 x 64 mm 
and weighing just 340 grams, the lightest in the EOS Kiss series. In addition to compact proportions, the 
EOS Kiss Lite offers an easy-operation layout with a large-size (22.4 x 30.0 mm) LCD data panel on the 

back of the camera, and groups all main operating controls together on the 
right-hand side to enable one-handed control of most functions.  

 

 

  



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN 7NE  April 2004 

EOS ELAN 7NE / EOS ELAN 7N  EOS30V / EOS33V  EOS 7s  

 

The new Canon EOS 7s is based on the EOS 7 released in October 2000 and offers improved functionality to satisfy a 
wide range of users, from photo enthusiasts looking for something beyond an entry-level model to high-end amateur 
photographers. 
Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and employing a new AF sequence (equivalent to that of the EOS 
10D digital AF SLR camera), the EOS 7s realizes the fastest one-shot AF performance in its class*. The camera also 
features Canon's new E-TTL II automatic flash exposure control. Used with Canon's EX-series Speedlite flashes, 
ETTL II employs a revised metering algorithm that utilizes distance information received via Canon EF lenses for 
exposure control with improved precision and stability. 
Enhancing operability, the EOS 7s has a backlit operation-display panel, large printed control markings on the body 
for easy recognition, and intuitive, user-friendly control placement. The model also raises the bar aesthetically, offering 
a sophisticated-looking body with aluminum front and top covers finished with bonded black alumite and a leather-tone 
Ultra-Mat Coating. Adding to the camera's refined appearance is a stylish metal mode dial, embossed with raised 
electroplating for a three-dimensional effect. 
The EOS 7s features the same outstanding eye-controlled 7-point wide area AF system employed in the EOS 7, 
providing users with greater framing flexibility, regardless of the location of the subject within the viewfinder. The eye-
control function realizes a reduction in response time of approximately 15% compared with the high-end EOS-3, 
distinguishing the model as the fastest eye-controlled camera in the EOS series. Other performance enhancing 
features include built-in dioptric adjustment and focusing points superimposed in the viewfinder. In addition to a 
continuous-shooting speed of 4 fps, the EOS 7s boasts predictive AF performance equivalent to Canon's flagship 
35mm AF SLR-model EOS-1V, enabling the camera to maintain focus on a moving subject by continuously tracking 

its movement. Moreover, 35-zone evaluative metering, which is linked to each 
focusing point, analyzes and makes adjustments for lighting conditions around the 
subject to ensure outstanding exposure performance. 
The EOS 7s permits users to shoot and change film even in situations requiring 
silence, incorporating a transport system that features a state-of-the-art noise-
reduction design to ensure exceptionally quiet performance during film advance and 
film rewind. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS ELAN 7NE  April 2004 

EOS ELAN 7NE / EOS ELAN 7N  EOS30V / EOS33V  EOS 7s  

 

The new Canon EOS 7s is based on the EOS 7 released in October 2000 and offers improved functionality to satisfy a 
wide range of users, from photo enthusiasts looking for something beyond an entry-level model to high-end amateur 
photographers. 
Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and employing a new AF sequence (equivalent to that of the EOS 
10D digital AF SLR camera), the EOS 7s realizes the fastest one-shot AF performance in its class*. The camera also 
features Canon's new E-TTL II automatic flash exposure control. Used with Canon's EX-series Speedlite flashes, 
ETTL II employs a revised metering algorithm that utilizes distance information received via Canon EF lenses for 
exposure control with improved precision and stability. 
Enhancing operability, the EOS 7s has a backlit operation-display panel, large printed control markings on the body 
for easy recognition, and intuitive, user-friendly control placement. The model also raises the bar aesthetically, offering 
a sophisticated-looking body with aluminum front and top covers finished with bonded black alumite and a leather-tone 
Ultra-Mat Coating. Adding to the camera's refined appearance is a stylish metal mode dial, embossed with raised 
electroplating for a three-dimensional effect. 
The EOS 7s features the same outstanding eye-controlled 7-point wide area AF system employed in the EOS 7, 
providing users with greater framing flexibility, regardless of the location of the subject within the viewfinder. The eye-
control function realizes a reduction in response time of approximately 15% compared with the high-end EOS-3, 
distinguishing the model as the fastest eye-controlled camera in the EOS series. Other performance enhancing 
features include built-in dioptric adjustment and focusing points superimposed in the viewfinder. In addition to a 
continuous-shooting speed of 4 fps, the EOS 7s boasts predictive AF performance equivalent to Canon's flagship 
35mm AF SLR-model EOS-1V, enabling the camera to maintain focus on a moving subject by continuously tracking 

its movement. Moreover, 35-zone evaluative metering, which is linked to each 
focusing point, analyzes and makes adjustments for lighting conditions around the 
subject to ensure outstanding exposure performance. 
The EOS 7s permits users to shoot and change film even in situations requiring 
silence, incorporating a transport system that features a state-of-the-art noise-
reduction design to ensure exceptionally quiet performance during film advance and 
film rewind. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 30V  April 2004 

EOS ELAN 7NE / EOS ELAN 7N  EOS30V / EOS33V  EOS 7s  

 

The new Canon EOS 7s is based on the EOS 7 released in October 2000 and offers improved functionality to satisfy a wide 
range of users, from photo enthusiasts looking for something beyond an entry-level model to high-end amateur 
photographers.  
Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and employing a new AF sequence (equivalent to that of the EOS 10D 
digital AF SLR camera), the EOS 7s realizes the fastest one-shot AF performance in its class*. The camera also features 
Canon's new E-TTL II automatic flash exposure control. Used with Canon's EX-series Speedlite flashes, ETTL II employs a 
revised metering algorithm that utilizes distance information received via Canon EF lenses for exposure control with 
improved precision and stability. 
Enhancing operability, the EOS 7s has a backlit operation-display panel, large printed control markings on the body for easy 
recognition, and intuitive, user-friendly control placement. The model also raises the bar aesthetically, offering a 
sophisticated-looking body with aluminum front and top covers finished with bonded black alumite and a leather-tone Ultra-
Mat Coating. Adding to the camera's refined appearance is a stylish metal mode dial, embossed with raised electroplating 
for a three-dimensional effect. The EOS 7s features the same outstanding eye-controlled 7-point wide area AF system 
employed in the EOS 7, providing users with greater framing flexibility, regardless of the location of the subject within the 
viewfinder. The eye-control function realizes a reduction in response time of approximately 15% compared with the high-end 
EOS-3, distinguishing the model as the fastest eye-controlled camera in the EOS series. Other performance enhancing 
features include built-in dioptric adjustment and focusing points superimposed in the viewfinder. In 
addition to a continuous-shooting speed of 4 fps, the EOS 7s boasts predictive AF performance 
equivalent to Canon's flagship 35mm AF SLR-model EOS-1V, enabling the camera to maintain 
focus on a moving subject by continuously tracking its movement. Moreover, 35-zone evaluative 
metering, which is linked to each focusing point, analyzes and makes adjustments for lighting 
conditions around the subject to ensure outstanding exposure performance. The EOS 7s permits 
users to shoot and change film even in situations requiring silence, incorporating a transport 
system that features a state-of-the-art noise-reduction design to ensure exceptionally quiet 
performance during film advance and film rewind. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS EOS 30V  April 2004 

EOS ELAN 7NE / EOS ELAN 7N  EOS30V / EOS33V  EOS 7s 

 

The new Canon EOS 7s is based on the EOS 7 released in October 2000 and offers improved functionality to satisfy a 
wide range of users, from photo enthusiasts looking for something beyond an entry-level model to high-end amateur 
photographers.  
Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and employing a new AF sequence (equivalent to that of the EOS 
10D digital AF SLR camera), the EOS 7s realizes the fastest one-shot AF performance in its class*. The camera also 
features Canon's new E-TTL II automatic flash exposure control. Used with Canon's EX-series Speedlite flashes, 
ETTL II employs a revised metering algorithm that utilizes distance information received via Canon EF lenses for 
exposure control with improved precision and stability. 
Enhancing operability, the EOS 7s has a backlit operation-display panel, large printed control markings on the body 
for easy recognition, and intuitive, user-friendly control placement. The model also raises the bar aesthetically, offering 
a sophisticated-looking body with aluminum front and top covers finished with bonded black alumite and a leather-tone 
Ultra-Mat Coating. Adding to the camera's refined appearance is a stylish metal mode dial, embossed with raised 
electroplating for a three-dimensional effect. The EOS 7s features the same outstanding eye-controlled 7-point wide 
area AF system employed in the EOS 7, providing users with greater framing flexibility, regardless of the location of 
the subject within the viewfinder. The eye-control function realizes a reduction in response time of approximately 15% 
compared with the high-end EOS-3, distinguishing the model as the fastest eye-controlled camera in the EOS series. 
Other performance enhancing features include built-in dioptric adjustment and focusing points superimposed in the 
viewfinder. In addition to a continuous-shooting speed of 4 fps, the EOS 7s boasts predictive AF performance 
equivalent to Canon's flagship 35mm AF SLR-model EOS-1V, enabling the camera to maintain focus on a moving 

subject by continuously tracking its movement. Moreover, 35-zone evaluative 
metering, which is linked to each focusing point, analyzes and makes adjustments for 
lighting conditions around the subject to ensure outstanding exposure performance. 
The EOS 7s permits users to shoot and change film even in situations requiring 
silence, incorporating a transport system that features a state-of-the-art noise-
reduction design to ensure exceptionally quiet performance during film advance and 
film rewind. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS REBEL T2  September 2004 

EOS REBEL T2  EOS 300X  EOS Kiss 7 

 

The Canon EOS Kiss 7 is the latest addition to the company's best-selling EOS Kiss series of affordable AF SLR film 
cameras. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and new algorithms, the EOS Kiss 7 achieves the fastest AF 
speed in its class*. Moreover, the new camera's revised predictive AF sequence for shooting moving objects enables class-
leading* continuous shooting performance of 2.5 frames per second (fps) in AI Servo AF mode, while a revised film advance 
mechanism boosts film-winding speed for three fps shooting in One-Shot AF mode. 
The EOS Kiss 7 offers 7-point wide-area autofocus - five focusing points arranged horizontally within the viewfinder and one 
each above and below the center point - ensuring accurate autofocus performance with unrestricted framing, regardless of 
the position of the subject within the viewfinder. The model also utilizes an enhanced 35-zone evaluative metering sensor 
linked to each focusing point to deliver ideal exposure every time. Moreover, a maximum shutter speed of 1/4000 second 
and an increased X-sync speed of 1/125 second permits users a wide range of creative possibilities that are usually beyond 
this camera class. 
The EOS Kiss 7 offers a Guide No. 13 (at ISO 100 in m) built-in flash unit for increased photographic freedom compared 
with the Kiss 5 predecessor model, which featured a Guide No. 12 flash. Furthermore, the camera's E-TTL II (Evaluative 
Through-The-Lens) autoflash system, which operates with the built-in flash as well as EX-series Speedlite flash units, 
utilizes distance information provided by Canon EF lenses to achieve natural balance between subject and background. 
The compact (130 x 90 x 64 mm), lightweight (365 g) EOS Kiss 7 builds on the innovative design characteristics of the Kiss 
5. Featuring an ergonomic handgrip clad in black rubber for enhanced holding comfort, the Kiss 7 exudes sophistication with 
a dark metallic body color and new materials. Also, a "cross key" control pad has been added to make such operations as 

selecting the AF point easy, and all main operating controls have been grouped 
together on the handgrip side of the camera to enable the operation of most functions 
with one hand. 
 
The rear panel of the EOS Kiss 7 incorporates a large-size (30 x 30 mm) information 
display with backlight, enabling camera settings to be seen clearly even in dark 
conditions. And, for the first time in the Kiss series, the camera offers a range of 
Custom Functions, including six shooting settings and safety features such as a 
shutter release lock, which prevents shooting when there is no film in the camera or if 
no lens is attached, and a warning beeper which alerts users to the possibility of 
handshake as a result of the shutter speed setting. 
 



Canon EOS-serie 
EOS 300X  September 2004 

EOS REBEL T2  EOS 300X  EOS Kiss 7 

 

The Canon EOS Kiss 7 is the latest addition to the company's best-selling EOS Kiss series of affordable AF SLR film 
cameras. Featuring a high-speed-processing microcomputer and new algorithms, the EOS Kiss 7 achieves the fastest AF 
speed in its class*. Moreover, the new camera's revised predictive AF sequence for shooting moving objects enables class-
leading* continuous shooting performance of 2.5 frames per second (fps) in AI Servo AF mode, while a revised film advance 
mechanism boosts film-winding speed for three fps shooting in One-Shot AF mode. 
The EOS Kiss 7 offers 7-point wide-area autofocus - five focusing points arranged horizontally within the viewfinder and one 
each above and below the center point - ensuring accurate autofocus performance with unrestricted framing, regardless of 
the position of the subject within the viewfinder. The model also utilizes an enhanced 35-zone evaluative metering sensor 
linked to each focusing point to deliver ideal exposure every time. Moreover, a maximum shutter speed of 1/4000 second 
and an increased X-sync speed of 1/125 second permits users a wide range of creative possibilities that are usually beyond 
this camera class. 
The EOS Kiss 7 offers a Guide No. 13 (at ISO 100 in m) built-in flash unit for increased photographic freedom compared 
with the Kiss 5 predecessor model, which featured a Guide No. 12 flash. Furthermore, the camera's E-TTL II (Evaluative 
Through-The-Lens) autoflash system, which operates with the built-in flash as well as EX-series Speedlite flash units, 
utilizes distance information provided by Canon EF lenses to achieve natural balance between subject and background. 
The compact (130 x 90 x 64 mm), lightweight (365 g) EOS Kiss 7 builds on the innovative design characteristics of the Kiss 
5. Featuring an ergonomic handgrip clad in black rubber for enhanced holding comfort, the Kiss 7 exudes sophistication with 
a dark metallic body color and new materials. Also, a "cross key" control pad has been added to make such operations as 
selecting the AF point easy, and all main operating controls have been grouped together on the handgrip side of the camera 
to enable the operation of most functions with one hand. 

 
The rear panel of the EOS Kiss 7 incorporates a large-size (30 x 30 mm) information 
display with backlight, enabling camera settings to be seen clearly even in dark 
conditions. And, for the first time in the Kiss series, the camera offers a range of 
Custom Functions, including six shooting settings and safety features such as a 
shutter release lock, which prevents shooting when there is no film in the camera or if 
no lens is attached, and a warning beeper which alerts users to the possibility of 
handshake as a result of the shutter speed setting. 
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Mine første camera var YASHICA 
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Mine første camera var YASHICA 
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Mine første camera var YASHICA 

YASHICA 
YASHICA TL ELECTRO X 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 første camera var YASHICA 

YASHICA 
YASHICA TL ELECTRO X ITS

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Mine første camera var YASHICA 

YASHICA 
YASHICA MAT-124 G 

 
 

  



Mine første camera var YASHICA 

YASHICA 
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